


Travel with us
Explore Sumba is the first tour operator in West Sumba. Sumba is a piece of paradise that is not yet spoiled by tourism... and we want to keep it that way!

This is one of many reasons why we run our tours in a very sustainable way. As well as working hand in hand with the communities, we also arrange tours where 
guests will engage with locals to witness their daily life. We also utilize their services to provide traditional bites and drinks so our guests can be

introduced to part of their culture. 

We help to empower the community and make use of their value into something that will be profitable for them in the long term.
Our local guide have known the villagers, include the head of the village, for so many years, so the visit to the village will be like a visit to an old friend and fami-

ly. Our guests will be welcomed and treated as a part of the family. We think this is very important because this way the villagers also learn to
preserve and share their culture.

Being local, our guides and drivers are also nature lover themselves. They will advise best places and times for magnificent photos. You will get no other than first 
hand information from our team on how to get amazing experiences and picttures of Sumba, starting from the villages, beaches, waterfalls, rocks

configuration, lakes, savannah, and many more.

Many tour starts by sunrise and end by sunset and there are some out of the beaten track routes that will not allow guests to have meals in a restaurant.
For these routes, we will provide a picnic served in a reusable lunch boxes that will keep the food warm and keep Sumba clean from excess rubbish.

We also try our best to reduce plastic waste. All of our guest will get a stainless steel bottle water that can be refilled during their trip and bring home as souvenir 
for their unforgettable experience in this island.
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Norberto and Melysa, the founder of Explore Sumba, have travel and work around Indonesia. The luxury of being engaged directly to the diversity of amazing 
places with its unique people and its unique culture, include the less visited and unknown area, makes them understand the one you would trust to handle your 

perfect holiday. They are confident that their initiation with Explore Sumba can help to introduce this island worldwide.

Melysa Charlex, Co-Founder of Explore Sumba, was born in an small city in South East Sulawesi and 
grew up in Java, She have travel extensively to most part of West Indonesia since she was 10 years old. Her pas-
sion of knowing different places with its unique cultures and people makes her loving her home-country even 
more. With years of experience and knowledge in tourism management, she is definitely the one person you 
want to talk to when preparing your trip.
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Norberto Rodriguez Sanchez, Founder of Explore Sumba, was born and grew up in Canary
Islands In 2006. He moved to Indonesia to pursue his marine adventure and falling in love instantly with the 
colourful underwater life of Indonesia. He also worked as a guide, leading land trips especially to the areas that 
rarely been touched by mass tourism. Norberto’s fluency in Bahasa Indonesia makes him easily merge with the 
local and understanding the culture. After years of great journey, he started his own travel company which give 
him more chance to travel extensively around Indonesia include to Sumba, where he feel the urge to make it 
heard and known. In 2016, he decided to open Explore Sumba, also known as Jelajah Sumba, to introduce this 
magical island and its amazing culture and nature to the world.

The Team

Yuliastini, Travel design and Sales incharge of Explore Sumba. She has been in tourism industry for more 
than 6 years. It makes her strong in this field. She always excited to assist people to arrange their holiday, and 
showing to the world that Sumba (Indonesia) has a lot of beautiful destination that worth to be visited. She is 
willing to share the info so people can get their best memorable moment.
“Travelling spend things, but it value your life experiences”



GILANG BOBAN, Operational Staff. Just call him Boban. An Explore Sumba’s professional driver and 
guide with passion for traveling. He was born in Flores but moved to Sumba and now he lives with his beloved 
wife who is a native. He has explored almost every inch of Sumba which makes him well experienced and know 
the best spots in the island. His passion is traveling and your journey with him will be full of fun!

OMAR AT-TAMIMI, Operational and Ticketing Staff. We call him Umbu. A guy full of humor and
always tries to live his life to the fullest. He was born and raised in Sumba. His past experience in  flight  
ticketing makes him a reliable  assistant when you need to book any flight across Indonesia. Umbu is incharge to 
our ticketing department, so feel free to consult with him to find the best schedule for your trip with competitive 
rates.

KARIM, He is one of ticketing staff in Explore Sumba. Humorous people who always keep his standard to 
give the best for company and the guests. He was born and living in Sumba, so he knows very well about this 
magical Island.
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Our Office in Waikabubak, Sumba Barat



AIR TICKETING 

HOTELS 

TRANSFERS

CAR RENTAL

DAILY TRIP

OPEN/SHARED TRIP

CULTURE TRIP

PHOTOGRAPHY TRIP

HONEYMOON TRIP

TAILOR-MADE

PRE WEDDING PHOTO TRIP

Highlights of Our Services



•  We provide credit card payment with minimum % through visa and Mastercard. 

•  Our direct-contact with almost all hotels in Sumba, including the ones in remote areas, provides you the 
best competitive rates. 

•  Our highlight products makes us one of  the strongest DMC in the region with numerous visited sites and 
best managed sightseeing tours across Sumba

•  Our in house ground handling products ensure best guaranteed rates, private tours, last minute
availability, most flexible booking and cancellation policy.

•  Our committed team members headed by dedicated team leader ensure 24 x 7 (365 days) nonstop
support for reservation, co-ordination and operations as per your time zone.

•  Our commitment to ensure environmental sustainability includes our dedicated to reduce plastic 
bottle program

•  We strive to be the fastest in industry in term of  instantly replying to our clients’s queries and feedback 
at any given point time.

Highlights of Our Strengths





4D3N EXPLORE SUMBA
DAY 1 : WEEKURI LAKE - MANDORAK BEACH - LENDONGARA HILL SUNSET

DAY 2 : RUMAH BUDAYA SUMBA - VILLAGE of RATENGGARO - WATU MALANDONG - TANJUNG MAREHA - BWANNA BEACH
DAY 3 : WAIKELO SAWAH - PRAIJING VILLAGE - LAPOPU WATERFALL - WAIGALI & PRAIGOLI VILLAGE

DAY 4 : OUT TAMBOLAKA AIRPORT



5D4N EXPLORE SUMBA
DAY 1 : WEEKURI LAKE - MANDORAK BEACH - LENDONGARA HILL SUNSET

DAY 2 : RUMAH BUDAYA SUMBA - VILLAGE of RATENGGARO - WATU MALANDONG - TANJUNG MAREHA - BWANNA BEACH
DAY 3 : WAIKELO SAWAH - PRAIJING VILLAGE - LAPOPU WATERFALL - WAIGALI & PRAIGOLI VILLAGE

DAY 4 : PASUNGA VILLAGE - WAIRINDING HILL - PRAILIU VILLAGE - PERSAUDARAAN HILL - WALAKIRI SUNSET

DAY 5 : OUT WAINGAPU AIRPORT



6D5N EXPLORE SUMBA
DAY 1 : WEEKURI LAKE - MANDORAK BEACH - LENDONGARA HILL SUNSET

DAY 2 : RUMAH BUDAYA SUMBA - VILLAGE of RATENGGARO - WATU MALANDONG - TANJUNG MAREHA - BWANNA BEACH
DAY 3 : WAIKELO SAWAH - PRAIJING VILLAGE - LAPOPU WATERFALL - WAIGALI & PRAIGOLI VILLAGE

DAY 4 : PASUNGA VILLAGE - WAIRINDING HILL - PRAILIU VILLAGE - PERSAUDARAAN HILL - WALAKIRI SUNSET
DAY 5 : PURU KAMBERA SAVANNAH - TANGGEDU WATERFALL - PRAILIANG VILLAGE

DAY 06 : WAINGAPU AIRPORT - OUT



7D6N EXPLORE SUMBA
DAY 1 : WEEKURI LAKE - MANDORAK BEACH - LENDONGARA HILL SUNSET

DAY 2 : RUMAH BUDAYA SUMBA - VILLAGE of RATENGGARO - WATU MALANDONG - TANJUNG MAREHA - BWANNA BEACH
DAY 3 : WAIKELO SAWAH - PRAIJING VILLAGE - LAPOPU WATERFALL - WAIGALI & PRAIGOLI VILLAGE

DAY 4 : PASUNGA VILLAGE - WAIRINDING HILL - PRAILIU VILLAGE - PERSAUDARAAN HILL - TENAU HILL SUNSET
DAY 5 : PURU KAMBERA SAVANNAH - TANGGEDU WATERFALL - PRAILIANG VILLAGE

DAY 6 : PRAIYAWANG VILLAGE - WAIMARANG WATERFALL - WALAKIRI BEACH SUNSET

DAY 7 : WAINGAPU AIRPORT - OUT




